Moving Supply Checklist

The only way to be certain that your household goods will survive a move is to pack them properly with the right supplies.

Moving can be more efficient with the right tools -

- **Unprinted News Wrap** – Unprinted news wrap is an ideal and inexpensive way to protect fragile items during a move. Unprinted paper stock provides the added advantage of a clean, ink-free move.

- **Bubble Wrap** – A large roll of bubble wrap goes a long way on moving day. Bubble wrap can be used to enclose fragile items and to insulate voids along the sides of boxes to ensure your items make it safely to their destination.

- **Permanent Box Markers** – Permanent markers are absolutely necessary to communicate with your moving crew. Mark boxes with inventory, warning and special instructions to make sure every parcel receives appropriate care – even when you aren’t there to direct traffic.

- **Box Tape Dispenser** – When taping a large number of boxes, you’ll want a proper dispenser to speed progress. A tape gun will lay down straight seams and help you keep your fingers clear of a sticky mess when cutting.

- **Box Tape Refills** – High quality box tape will ensure that your belongings stay in place during transit. Make sure you have plenty of it on-hand when packing the house.

- **Box Cutter** – You’ll come to appreciate a sharp box cutter when it comes time to unload. Make sure you have plenty of refill blades on-hand too – tape, adhesive and cardboard can dull your knife faster than you think.